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When banks and the state feed
Irish citizens to the vultures
Ian
Kehoe

I

Selling loans to hedge funds
and private equity giants is
merely a way for the state to
outsource repossessions

n September 2016, I travelled
to the shadows of the Catskills
mountains, deep in upstate New
York, to meet Juan and Maritza
Ovsak. There was a white wooden swing outside the front door
of their house, and a small vegetable patch outside the back.
Inside, it was furnished with pictures of
their three girls. The house was bursting
with ornaments.
I was meeting the middle-aged couple
to interview them for an RTÉ television
documentary on vulture funds entitled
The Great Irish Sell Off.
A company controlled by the US vulture fund Lone Star bought the couple’s
mortgage in 2011, and had sought to
evict Juan and Maritza Ovsak from the
property. The Ovsaks fought back, and
eventually agreed a deal.
I interviewed them on the lawn outside
their home. Juan cried as he told me his
story and the impact of the struggle with
the vulture fund (they had defaulted on
the mortgage as a result of cancer treatment). His wife held his hand, and kissed
his cheek, and eased him through it. When

she cried, he supported her. Afterwards,
when the cameras stopped rolling, we all
went into the house for tea and sandwiches. Juan took out his accordion and, despite
being from Argentina, started playing Irish
tunes. I still have pictures of him and his
wife on my phone.
Eight months after the documentary, I received an email from one of their
daughters telling me her parents were
dead. There was a link to a local news
website outlining the circumstance. It
had been a murder-suicide.
When we met, two things had struck
me. First, how much they cared for each
other: the way they held each other’s
hands, the way he helped her up from
her seat at the end of the interview, the
way she spoke to him, how much they
loved their children. Secondly, the stress
the battle over the house had caused both
husband and wife, the scars it had left
upon them, the damage it had inflicted
upon the family. They had both spoken of
being depressed. But murder and suicide?
It shook me to the core.
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could not help but think of Juan
and Maritza Ovsak last week when
it emerged that Permanent TSB - a
bank that was bailed out by, and remains majority-owned by, the state is selling 20,000 mortgages linked to
struggling homeowners in a colossal €4
billion loan sale. I thought of the impact
on each of the families living in those
houses when their mortgage is sold from
a bank to a fund that is both unregulated
and largely unaccountable.
Many of the mortgage holders have not
engaged with their lender. Many have
blithely ignored calls for repayment or
simply stopped paying anything. Many
deserve to have their homes repossessed
and be evicted. But it should be Permanent TSB doing the evicting. After all,
they are regulated and held to account.
Offloading the loans to a private equity
fund or hedge fund is merely a way for the
state to outsource repossessions under
the cloak of bank deleveraging.
It is just a way for the state, and for the
banks it bailed out, to abdicate responsibility and relinquish any obligation to
the citizens of this country.

The establishment does not want to
deal with this problem, and our policy
makers are delighted to allow the funds to
do their dirty work. It is, to use a phrase,
more politically acceptable. With demand
outstripping supply in the housing market, it is economically sensible for funds
to evict people from their homes and sell
the asset. In effect, they become highly
incentivised bailiffs – the more people
they kick out, they more they make as
a result of rising house prices.
The numbers are staggering. At present,
overseas private equity and hedge funds
are circling as much as €13 billion worth
of Irish loans, mainly mortgages, that
have been put in the market by three
of the most active boom-time lenders PTSB, AIB and Bank of Scotland (Ireland).
We should not be surprised. The Irish
economic calamity has created a feeding
frenzy for funds here. Funds have bought
up close to 90,000 mortgages and tens of
billions of euro in distressed property debt
and business loans. They have bought
overdrafts, personal guarantees, even
credit card debt.
For the most part, these mortgages and
business loans have been sold to funds
that are unregulated, and many of them
have used canny accounting techniques
to route vast profits out of Ireland without
paying any real tax. After this newspaper exposed these tactics, the laws were
tightened up. But it was largely too late.
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am certainly not arguing that there
should be no censure for not paying
your mortgage. But funds should also
be compelled to offer the same suite of
solutions being offered by a mainstream
bank – mortgage to rent, interest roll out

and so on. After all, they have acquired the
mortgage at a massive discount, while the
mortgage holder remains on the hook for
the full payment.
The liquidators of IBRC, for example,
sold off 1,500 mortgages at 42 cent in the
euro, representing a 58 per cent haircut.
The buyer, Apollo, is now working its way
through the loan book. It will, without
any doubt, turn a profit.
Central Bank figures for the second
quarter of 2017 showed that 51,750 residential mortgages were in arrears of more
than 90 days, representing 7 per cent of
all accounts. In addition, at the end of
September, there were 14,084 buy-to-let
(BTL) accounts in arrears over 720 days,
with an outstanding balance of €4.1 billion, equivalent to 18 per cent of the total
outstanding balance on all BTL mortgage
accounts.
Experts say this could well lead to a
secondary explosion of repossession
cases as the buyers, most likely vulture
funds, move in to ensure quick and hefty
returns on their investments.
In an interview with this newspaper
last June, Edmund Honohan, the Master

Economic
calamity created
a feeding frenzy
for vulture funds

of the High Court, gave a stark warning:
“The banks have been writing off the
bad loans. They have got a load of junk
mortgages at the bottom, and now they
are saying: ‘The ECB is telling us to get
these off the books.’ So they are going
to sell to the people with the Hiace vans
who won’t have any compunction about
sending out the sheriff. I think there may
be a tsunami of possession orders.”
“The people in the Hiace vans” are, of
course, the vulture funds which currently hold around 6 per cent of residential
mortgages. And that number is rising, as
the banks seek to offload more and more
troubled mortgages.
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his is not about criticising the people who have bought Ireland. It is
a criticism of the people who have
sold it, and the society that has
allowed it to happen unchecked. Vulture
funds were ready for Ireland. Yet Ireland,
despite courting them heavily, was not
prepared for vulture funds.
The funds have played a major role in
the Irish recovery, injecting capital into
a cash-strapped country. But it was not
altruism. It was capitalism.
At its core, capitalism is about equal
opportunities. In this case, the equal opportunity would be to allow mortgage
holders to buy their loan at the same
discount that their funds achieve.
Instead, the banks will clear their toxic loans, and hail the restructuring as a
success. We have witnessed the greatest
transfer of property ownership since the
land league, and we have sold assets to
funds that are unaccountable and largely
untaxed.
This is the real legacy of the crash.
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Stephen Kinsella Morally it is wrong to outsource your
problems. The human damage the vultures will cause
is the direct consequence of a series of policy decisions.
Some homes do need to be foreclosed upon, others
worked out. The domestic policy system could do this,
but has decided it won’t. This is why policy matters

Relying on
the kindness
of vultures

O

n November 8, 2010,
UCD’s Professor Morgan
Kelly wrote in the Irish
Times: “The gathering
mortgage crisis puts Ireland on the cusp of a social
conflict on the scale of
the Land War, but with
one crucial difference. Whereas the Land War
faced tenant farmers against a relative handful
of mostly foreign landlords, the looming Mortgage War will pit recent house buyers against
the majority of families who feel they worked
hard and made sacrifices to pay off their mortgages, or else decided not to buy during the
bubble, and who think those with mortgages
should be made to pay them off. Any relief to
struggling mortgage-holders will come not out
of bank profits – there is no longer any such
thing – but from the pockets of other taxpayers.”
Ireland is now the fastest growing economy in Europe and is forecast to grow strongly
for quite some time to come. Unemployment
is falling precipitously. We are talking about
investing over €110 billion in the capital structure of the state. Yet we also have bank interest
rates at double the level of comparator countries in the eurozone. New borrowers are essentially paying for the mistakes lenders made
in the past.
Looking at the short-term economic good
news, it’s easy to scoff at Kelly’s doom and
gloom schtick. Despite the passage of only
eight years, Kelly’s dour warnings seem somehow far away. His writings occupy a strange
place in our literary history which reminds
us of pain, of failure. Somehow Kelly’s words
evoke a kind of shame, like reading Peig Sayers, or Laetitia Pilkington. He was right on the
banks, and right on what would happen to us
after we needed to “rely on the kindness of
strangers”. But was he wrong about the 21st
Century Land War? Was he wrong on a system
which pits tenants against a “relative handful
of mostly foreign landlords”?

Four fortunate factors
not of our making
The austerity programme initiated by Fianna
Fáil in 2009 and continued through the first
Fine Gael/Labour coalition fixed the public
finances and substantially reorganised the
structure of the Irish banking system.
Four things made all of this relatively easier,
and none of them was the doing of Irish policy-makers. First, Mario Draghi successfully
compressed the bond yields of all eurozone
countries by telling the world he would do
“whatever it takes” to save the euro.
Then a host of direct market interventions by
the ECB made our exports cheaper by depreciating the euro and made it far easier for our
banks to fund themselves cheaply. The interest
rate on our bailout loans changed because
Portugal negotiated harder than we did, and in
claiming parity we got a discount. The price of
oil, which we import in large volumes, dropped
precipitously. Regardless of the source of our
good fortune - and most of it was elsewhere economic growth and the sheer weight of time
has changed the calculus of many things.
One of these things is what exactly to do
with all the outstanding bad mortgages on the
banks’ loan books. There are still large numbers
of unresolved mortgages on the balance sheets
of the Irish banks. As of the third quarter of
2017, 4,794 primary dwelling mortgages are
in arrears of more than 720 days. These are
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For further information please contact David Van Dessel
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interest should be received by Monday 5 March 2018.
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loans held by people or companies who can’t,
or won’t, pay the banks back the money they
were lent. Some have been in arrears for four
or five years. Over 40 per cent of the primary
home-type mortgage accounts held by unregulated loan owners such as vulture funds
are more than two years in arrears. Many people, including me, assumed a natural process
would take place whereby these mortgages
would be foreclosed upon, prices would fall,
people would be found alternative accommodation and everyone could get on with their
lives. Not so.
Remember Nama took most of the worst
commercial property loans. AIB was effectively
nationalised. Anglo and Irish Nationwide were
wrapped up inside the IBRC, which was then
eventually melted into the balance sheet of the
Irish Central Bank. The state owns 75 per cent
of Permanent TSB and a decent chunk of Bank
of Ireland.
Throughout this period, the mortgage books
of the new ‘pillar’ banks looked very dodgy,
but as long as a system of extend and pretend
was operated by the banks themselves, enough
people continued to try to pay, and the ECB
kept the cash coming in to make up the difference, the banks were fine. A fantastic new
paper by the Central Bank’s Terry O’Malley
shows the default stock in 2011 and 2012, when
things were at their worst for us, was only
about 4 per cent. The ‘true’ default level would
have been much higher, but for two important
factors.

The courts and politics
The courts are the first limiting factor. UCC
economist Seamus Coffey did a very strange
thing (for an economist). He actually went
down to the repossession courts and spent
some time listening to the deliberations of the
courts. He found the court system is largely
keeping people in their homes.
The second limiting factor on mortgage
‘tsunamis’ is the political system. The state cannot, having used taxpayers’ monies to bail out
banks and the state’s finances itself, sustain the
stability of the system.
The injustice of a bailed-out bank, stuffed
full of the same people who helped cause
the crisis, lobbing families out of their homes
would be too much to take. The fear of allowing
self-defined parties of the left and hard left a
purchase on an actual piece of class warfare,
as opposed to the usual headbanger stuff, is
enough to limit any move to make repossessions easier using the political system.

Vulture funds as a policy
instrument
Enter the vulture funds. These are equity or
hedge funds which buy assets they reckon are
undervalued in big tranches, and who then
work through the individual loans in those
tranches using the legal system to make a
return for themselves. These are funds with
names like CarVal, Cerberus, Goldman Sachs,
Deutsche Bank, Apollo and Oaktree. They pay
almost no tax on assets they own in this country. Budget 2018 closed the stable door on the
policy they used to do this, but that horse is
well gone.
Let’s consider the vulture funds as a policy instrument. They were invited to Ireland
during the crisis to get financial flows coming
into the state. As a policy instrument, vulture
funds are a stroke of genius. We’ll get to the important moral and macroeconomic dimensions
of using them in this way in a moment.
The vulture policy instrument works in three
ways. First, the balance sheets of the pillar
banks are made whole, and given how much
the taxpayer has invested in these banks, it’s
a positive for the state’s coffers too. PTSB last
week sold €3.7 billion worth of mortgages:
some 18,000 loans. PTSB is 75 per cent stateowned, as I’ve said.
The chart shows that, as of the third quarter of 2017, roughly 50,000 primary dwelling
homes are in the hands of non-bank lenders.
While they are not banks, these lenders are in
practice regulated when it comes to contact
with borrowers and the resolution of loans.
This line will jump in 2018.
Last week’s Sunday Business Post reported that
there were roughly €13 billion worth of distressed loans being considered for sale at this
time.
Second, as hard as it is to say, some of these
mortgages do need to be foreclosed upon, and
it is in practice very hard to remove someone

from their home. By international standards,
the Irish borrower is very well protected.
Before you think I’m just some ivory tower
academic about these issues, I know firsthand what it’s like to actually be evicted from
a house. It happened to me as a kid. I’m not
minimising the trauma that kind of experience
can cause. But you can’t live in a house you
don’t own and pay no rent for half a decade.
You’re ultimately asking someone else to pick
up the tab for you.
In fact, the large stock of mortgages in arrears might have been foreclosed upon sooner,
but for an important legal case.
Terry O’Malley’s careful empirical work uses
the Dunne judgment of 2011 as a sort of natural
experiment. Following the Dunne judgment,
the repossession regime of existing mortgage
holders was changed. Properties mortgaged
before December 1, 2009 could no longer be
repossessed in the event of default. So borrowers who took out mortgages in late 2009 and
early 2010 had their repossession regimes randomly altered one year and a half later.
O’Malley uses some extremely cool techniques on loan-level data to show pretty convincingly that borrowers responded to the legal
intervention by defaulting when they otherwise were less likely to.
Third, the vultures give us something outside
the system to focus our negative comments
on. We can only give the bankers so much shit.
They are our neighbours and friends and the
people who gave us our mortgages, after all.
The government is pivoting away from any
showdown on any issue given the electoral
mathematics of the Dáil, so it isn’t going to do
anything but heap opprobrium onto the vultures. And the vultures can take it. After all,
they aren’t from here.
Vulture funds fit nicely into the rhetorical
groove we have cut for ourselves to explain
away bad things in terms of an evil, external
other. And that too is a positive aspect of the
vulture fund as policy instrument. You can
bang a table and get upset about them as a
policy maker, while effectively outsourcing an

important component of balance sheet repair.
It’s not bad as policy instruments go.
It’s not bad: it’s terrible. Morally it is wrong to
outsource your problems. The human damage
the vultures will cause is the direct consequence of a series of policy decisions. Some
homes do need to be foreclosed upon, others
worked out. The domestic policy system could
do this, but has decided it won’t. This is why
policy matters.
Macroeconomically, when incentivised to
enter Ireland to do so, vulture funds hoovered
up commercial and rental properties and land
banks. Increasing the yields on these investments means jacking up commercial rents
(which is why you see venerable small businesses like Waltons moving out of town) and
residential rents (which is why you see large
spikes in rent across the country, especially in
Dublin).
The result is a hollowing out of our SME base
and a decrease in the disposable incomes of
our younger households. They hold large land
banks as a result of buying them from Nama. In
the current property market, the balance-sheet
value of these land banks increases even if
you do nothing with them. The vultures can
issue themselves a nice fat dividend on the
capital gain alone. Even if they wanted to build
a bucket load of houses, these funds do not
know how to use land banks to make residential property developments work. Commercial
and residential property development is neither simple, nor are they the same things.
The vultures control a sizeable percentage
of the land around the city of Dublin. UCD’s
Micheál Collins found 24 companies controlled
assets of €19 billion. In total, funds from overseas have bought up close to 90,000 mortgages
of all types, and tens of billions of euro in distressed property debt and business loans.
Go back to the start of this column. Read
Morgan Kelly’s words again. On the crucial
issue of working through the mortgages, the
state has chosen to “rely on the kindness of
strangers”. Strangers who are called vultures.

See Post Plus, pages 1-3
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Opposition set to up the
ante on mortgage sell-offs
The government is between a
rock and a hard place on the
sale of home loans to vulture
funds by state-owned banks

Michael Brennan
Political Editor

T

he last government felt capable
of bringing in the
property tax, water
charges and extra
working hours for
public servants.
But despite what
its critics might say, it knew there
would be no tolerance for a “tsunami
of repossessions” in a country with
a folk memory of the Famine and
evictions by absentee landlords.
Scenes of thousands of families
being put out on the streets by the
bailiffs did not happen. But the spectre is raising itself again with the
prospect of Permanent TSB selling
off 18,000 distressed mortgages to
an unregulated vulture fund.
One cabinet minister said the government was “between a rock and
a hard place”.
It also knows that it would be a
political disaster to be seen to sell off
the 18,000 PTSB mortgages – 14,000
on family homes and the rest on
buy-to-let properties - to an unregulated vulture fund. Fianna Fáil took
a tough line on the issue by invoking
the confidence and supply agreement in this newspaper last week,
and sticking strongly to it since. And
if there were widespread repossessions, the families who were losing

their homes would be turning to the
state to provide accommodation at
a time of a severe shortage of rental
properties.
But there is also fear at the highest
level of government that if Permanent TSB cannot shift the mortgages off its books to a vulture fund or
another buyer, it could go under in
the event of another financial crisis.
Given that the state is a 75 per cent
shareholder, it would have to cover
the €17 billion of customer deposits,
deal with €21 billion in mortgages
and face up to PTSB’s 2,500 staff
losing their jobs.
The cabinet needs to agree a position on Tuesday before Fianna Fáil
finance spokesman Michael McGrath brings his bill into the Dáil the
following day.
“The clock is ticking. It would be a
very significant change in policy for
the government to insist that these
vulture funds be regulated,” he said.
McGrath had a one-on-one meeting last week with Paschal Donohoe
in his office in the Department of
Finance. That in itself is relatively
unusual – usually a minister is accompanied by his advisers or senior
civil servants.
But Donohoe knows the importance of keeping Fianna Fáil onside
given there is a specific commitment in the confidence and supply
agreement to provide “stronger protection” to mortgage holders whose
loans are sold to unregulated vulture
funds.
Donohoe has asked the Central
Bank to report back to him on its
views. It is likely to repeat its previous position that it is in favour of
being able to regulate vulture funds
directly rather than just the credit

servicing firms they hire. That would
mean that vulture funds themselves
would suffer the reputational damage of being fined for any breaches
of the rules regarding distressed
mortgages – as well as fines of up
to 10 per cent of turnover.
Given that the PTSB sales process
is not expected to conclude until May
or June, there is just about enough
time to get the required legislation
through the Dáil and Seanad.
But the opposition can already see
where this is going – and have started
to get their arguments ready in advance. Sinn Féin’s finance spokesman Pearse Doherty was calling for
regulation of vulture funds as far
back as 2015, but his amendment
was rejected by the Fine Gael-Labour
coalition. He then produced his own
bill last April, but it went into the
Dáil’s bill lottery and has not been
drawn out since.
But his position now is that regulation of the vulture funds is not
enough, even though it will put
them in the same position as the
Irish banks. Doherty said that vulture funds will be more “ruthless” in
seeking to evict those in mortgage
arrears from their homes. “The big
danger here is the idea that once a
vulture fund is regulated, it’s okay to
sell to them. People are being sold a
pig in a poke here,” he said.
There is no legal requirement for
a bank or a newly regulated vulture
fund to offer a menu of options to
distressed mortgage holders, such as
a debt write-off or a split mortgage.
However, Fianna Fáil’s argument is
that the direct regulation of vulture
funds will put them off bidding for
the PTSB loans and make it more
likely for a domestic bank to get
them instead.
The alternative scenario being
considered in government is indeed for one of the domestic banks
- such as Bank of Ireland - to take
over a chunk of Permanent TSB’s
mortgages. You might think that this
is just transferring the problem of
non-performing loans from a 75 per
cent state-owned bank to a 15 per

How The Sunday Business Post
has led the way in covering the
activities of vulture funds

cent state-owned bank. But there is
an awareness in government that if
Bank of Ireland bought the loans at
a large discount such as 30 or 40 per
cent, then they would no longer be
regarded officially as ‘non-performing loans’ by the eurozone banking
regulator.
AIB could also be a contender, but
the view politically is that it has its
own issues to sort out first. It has
more distressed mortgages than
Bank of Ireland.

That would mean that Permanent
TSB could move towards getting a
clean bill of health from the EU. It
is under enormous pressure to act
because even though the financial
crisis was ten years ago, it still has 28
per cent of all its mortgages classed
as “non-performing” by the eurozone banking regulator, way off its
target of under 5 per cent and one of
the highest rates in Europe.
Vulture funds may still have a role
in the PTSB sale because any domestic bank would be very picky about
the loans it was taking over. It would
not want the mortgage holders who,
PTSB say, have failed to engage with
the bank “for over seven years”.
But there is political scepticism
about how many fall into this category.
Labour finance spokesman Joan
Burton said it was time for PTSB to
provide a proper breakdown of how
many of the 18,000 mortgages being
sold fell into this category.
“They are throwing out this idea
that there are a lot of people who
‘can’t pay, won’t pay’. But I came
across a number of cases where parents in their 60s had re-mortgaged
their house to give their child a start,”
she said.
Burton’s contention is that the
recovering economy means that
people should now be in a stronger
position to rescue their mortgage,
due to a new job or more overtime.
She said many of them had been
working round the clock to keep
their homes.
“Even for kids who are four years
old, they can pick up stuff. These kids
are going to be little worriers about
stuff like that,” she said.
There certainly has been a shift in
the political attitude to vulture funds.
As one former Fine Gael adviser put
it, they were seen within government as ‘rescue funds’ during the recession because they were investing
in Irish property when nobody else
would. But now the growing mood
in Leinster House is that it is time to
send them packing - like the troika
before them.
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For the past three years,
The Sunday Business Post has been
exposing the truth about vulture
funds in Ireland– the tax tactics,
the money, the human cost.
Now, as vultures circle almost
18,000 mortgages being sold by
a bank that is majority-owned
by the state, we reveal the inside
story of how Ireland was . . .

By Ian Guider,
Jack Horgan-Jones
and Ian Kehoe
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HERE IS ALWAYS
a tipping point
when casual
anger descends
into disorganised,
volatile outrage.
We have seen it sporadically
during Ireland’s economic and
financial calamity. The furious
resistance to water charges
was not just about water: the
movement embodied the
anger at wave after wave of
unrelenting austerity. The
public rallies on the streets
of Cavan and Fermanagh
in 2012 were not just about
Sean Quinn: they were also
rallying points for dissent
within a region blighted by
emigration and scarred from
unemployment.
The backlash generated by Permanent TSB’s decision to sell the mortgages of 18,000 struggling borrowers to unregulated vulture funds is about more than
just this one transaction. Yes, people are aghast, if not
surprised, by a bank abdicating responsibility to its
customers. But the response is more than just compassion. It is a reaction to a perceived ingrained arrogance
and conceit by the wider banking sector, a sector that
has never fully understood or really acknowledged the
cost of its bailout to ordinary citizens.
It’s the latest dramatic chapter in a story that
stretches back years: the story of how Ireland was
bought and sold.
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N MANY WAYS, THE DECISION TO SELL THE LOAN
portfolio, codenamed Project Glas, is nothing new. It
is merely in keeping with a policy doggedly pursued
by the state for the past five years and implemented
with fevered zeal by financial institutions.
It is a policy of selling bad loans to a handful of global hedge funds, private equity giants and international
banks. And it has happened on a scale never seen anywhere in the world before.
Funds have bought up close to tens of thousands
of mortgages and tens of billions of euro in distressed
property debt and business loans. They have bought
overdrafts, personal guarantees, even credit card debt.
Some of those loans have been jettisoned by foreign
banks looking to limit their Irish exposure. A significant amount has been offloaded by the main Irish
banks. But the biggest seller was the Irish state itself.
Despite the initial intent embodied by its name, the
National Asset Management Agency was not really
a manager of assets. It quickly morphed into a debt
collection and asset sell-off agency. The liquidation of
IBRC facilitated the disposal of €22 billion in loans in a
matter of months.
The net result is that Ireland has effectively been
bought and sold. Sold by a cash-strapped state desperately in need of international funds; bought by a
handful of vulture funds who will profit richly from
Ireland’s financial collapse.
The government maintains there was no other
choice, and to an extent, it is correct. After all, offloading the toxic debts from the national balance sheet
allowed bond yields to fall and Ireland to exit the
to page 2
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Irish banks have caused
difficulty in Europe for some
time. The collective level of
troubled loans, even as the
Irish economy maintains its
ranking as the fastest-growing
in Europe, remains far too high
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bailout successfully. The government
also argues, not unreasonably, that the
policy prescription was imposed by
the troika.
The aggregate figures reveal the
scale of their involvement. Almost
49,000 mortgages are now held by
non-bank lenders; on a commercial
level, statistics compiled by The Sunday
Business Post show that more than half
of receiverships are now initiated by
vulture funds as these investors seek
to liquidate the assets underpinning
the debts they have bought by forcing
sales.
PTSB’s problem reflects a wider
point about the financial crisis of 2008.
The scale of bad debt has caused enormous pain for so many people. However, the solutions to the crisis have
mostly been about fixing institutions
and not the people who have suffered.
Ireland has welcomed in global investment funds which embarked on
an incredible buying spree. They have
even enjoyed tax breaks. The banks
have benefited by ridding themselves
of toxic loans and become enormously
profitable. The distress is still felt by
many borrowers. There may not have
been the avalanche of home repossessions that some commentators predicted, but it has not been pain-free.
Project Glas is about one struggling
bank. It is also about the legacy of the
crash.

A Permanent
problem
TO GET A SENSE OF THE SCALE OF
the black hole of toxic loans that Irish
banks built up during the Celtic Tiger,

it’s worth remembering a couple of
numbers. Even after writing off, selling and restructuring €50 billion of
lending, some €34 billion of non-performing loans (NPLs) are still weighing
down the balance sheets of banks. An
astonishing €20 billion of that figure is
plain vanilla mortgage lending.
Permanent TSB was not Ireland’s
biggest bank by any measure, but
it was certainly able to lose money
on lending like the biggest of them.
Some €4 billion of taxpayers’ cash was
needed to keep it afloat during the
crisis – money that may or may not
be ever seen by taxpayers again. Still,
almost a decade on from the crash, the
bank’s level of non-performing loans
are at incredibly high levels. By last
June, it had more than €5 billion of
debt that was classed as non-performing, equivalent to more than a quarter
of its overall loan book.
Unlike AIB and Bank of Ireland,
Permanent TSB has struggled to get on
top of the problem. For a start, all of
these loans are linked to housing, either family homes or buy-to-let properties. There are no business loans, no
corporate exposures, no development
lands to offload. Resolving mortgage
debt takes time. But time is something
the bank has run out of. So has the
patience of its investors. And, more
importantly, regulators.
Irish banks have caused difficulty in
Europe for some time. The collective
level of troubled loans, even as the
Irish economy maintains its ranking as
the fastest-growing in Europe, remains
far too high for central bankers in
Frankfurt and the Single Supervisory
Mechanism, the new eurozone body
that oversees the banking sector.
Something had to be done, not just

’’

in Ireland, but across the eurozone, to
address the €1 trillion of debt clogging
up the financial system.
Who better to call in to come up
with measures to address this than an
expert from the Irish regulator?
Enter Sharon Donnery, deputy governor of the Central Bank, who was
appointed chair of the special committee to come up with ways to clean
up non-performing loans. The edict
went out to all banks: non-performing
loans had to be tackled, and tackled
quickly. Not just to remove the stigma
that European banks were still broke,
but to allow them to grow and lend
and build up buffers against any future
shock.
That spelled trouble for Permanent
TSB. As AIB, Bank of Ireland and Ulster Bank returned to profitability and
grew, PTSB was stuck. Not only was it
shouldering a huge level of mortgages
in arrears, it also faced a dash to raise
€500 million to meet new capital
requirements in 2015. Remarkably
for a bank that was struggling, it had
no problem raising the cash, and the
state’s 99 per cent shareholding fell by
more than a quarter as international
investors piled in. The pitch to those
investors was that Permanent TSB
would capitalise on the growing Irish
economy. This has largely failed to materialise.
Permanent TSB’s chief executive,
the affable Englishman Jeremy Masding, now had two groups urging
him to clean up the bank: regulators
and shareholders, who had seen the
value of their investment in 2015 fall
by half. The prospect of the bank paying a dividend had been pushed out.
The chances of the state selling more
shares looked remote.
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Permanent TSB: the bank has
to offload its non-performing
loans if it is to capitalise on
the growing Irish economy
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Last summer, the bank admitted
that its efforts at tackling arrears
needed radical change. Masding said
it would step up its efforts with those
who had failed to engage on restructuring their loans – a cohort whose
borrowings totalled €2.7 billion.
“We’ll try to encourage the system
to broaden access to mortgage-to-rent
as much as we can, assisted voluntary
sales, loan sales and, as a last resort,
foreclosure,” he told a media briefing
last July.
There have been efforts since then
to clean up the books. A plan to write
off the debts of borrowers who surrendered investment properties proved
attractive, with 1,200 customers signing up to the deal. It has also agreed
to work with David Hall’s mortgageto-rent scheme iCare, which would
remove another 1,000 soured loans
at least. However, there’s no getting
around the fact that to do a meaningful
reduction in non-performing loans it
would have to sell them off.
The plan, dubbed Project Glas, was
ambitious as well as politically toxic.
It is made up of some €3.7 billion of
loans, including 14,000 family homes
and 4,000 buy-to-let properties.
“It’s a massive amount to try to
do simultaneously,” said one close
watcher of the bank. It would bring
down the level of non-performing
loans to low double digit figures of
gross lending overnight, effectively
normalising the bank.
Given the distressed state of the loan
book (the average arrears on the loans
is three and a half years and some
customers have not engaged for seven
years), Project Glas is attractive to a
certain type of buyer: vulture funds.
There have been bigger loan book
sales before. There have been home
loans sold before. But this is a high
street bank, bailed out and still majority-owned by taxpayers, handing
over its problem to potential buyers
whose sole interest is in extracting as
much profits as possible. Regardless of
the execution risk of such a sale, it has
now become a politically dangerous
strategy.
For all of the controversy Project
Glas has attracted, the bank has to get
the NPLs down. Last week, PTSB’s
share price was just about clinging to
€2. In 2015, investors came on board
at €4.50.
“This is about appropriate asset
management and resource deployment – not who ‘deserves’ to own the
assets. It’s crazy to have the expensive
infrastructure of a state-owned bank
devoted to performing a perpetual
loan collection pantomime rather than
finding productive uses of capital,”
said one senior markets source.
“PTSB has got as much out of the
borrowers as possible given political,
cultural and social constraints. Those
NPLs are now completely non-productive assets. What do you do with
assets that are non-productive? Sell
them to someone who can extract
some value.”
Another person who has regular
dealings with one fund said: “You can
take the view that this is a line in the
sand. But what about the people who
have repaid their loans?”
There are other repercussions of
the banks being weighed down with
soured loans and delinquent borrowers. The same politicians who now
want to regulate the activities of vul-

PTSB has got as
much out of the
borrowers as
possible given
political, cultural
and social
constraints. Those
NPLs are now
completely nonproductive assets.
What do you do
with assets that are
non-productive?
Sell them
ture funds have jumped up and down
about the difference in interest rates
that Irish borrowers pay compared
with European banks. That premium
directly correlates to the fact that a
borrower in Ireland can go seven years
without making a single mortgage repayment and not face consequences.
If vulture funds are blocked from
acquiring loans, then what happens to
the value of PTSB?
For PTSB, Project Glas simply has
to happen. In a couple of weeks, the
bank will present its 2017 financial results to investors. It will have to show
progress on improving its lending and
profitability. It had promised it was a
viable alternative to AIB and Bank of
Ireland. These loans are a milestone
around its neck. Either they are bought
and the bank becomes much healthier, or it is stuck with them or forced
to sell at a much lower price, which
causes even more trouble.

Ireland’s vulture
culture
“VULTURES, YOU KNOW, CARRY
out a very good service in the ecology.
They clean up dead animals that are
littered across the landscape,” said Michael Noonan in May 2016.
In reality, PTSB is just a small part
of a wider game; a wider strategy
perfectly encapsulated by the above
quote. Noonan hoped it would be the
result of laying out the red carpet to
international investors. The theory was
that, given the right environment of
tax breaks, nicely packaged assets and
facilitative government, overseas investors would provide the horsepower
to drive the Irish recovery.
Clean, efficient and targeted, this investment would quickly strip the meat
from stricken companies and borrowers, and provide much-needed funds
to deserving companies. This was
Noonan’s vision: that we only had to
facilitate the tidal bore of international
capital. As it flowed through Ireland, it
would cleanse balance sheets, purge
the system of the toxic legacy of reckless lending of the boom, and provide

the finance needed for good businesses to recover.
All the Irish government had to do
was light the blue touchpaper. Noonan
hired very smart people like former
Department of Finance secretary general John Moran to design very clever
schemes with very spiffy acronyms
such as Icavs, Qifs, Qiaifs and Reits,
and Official Ireland geared up to do
what it does so well: sell Ireland, sell
the vision of the Irish recovery, and
sell it hard.
It was, from Noonan’s vantage point
in Merrion Street, a very good plan indeed. But plans, even those drawn up
by very smart people, rarely survive
first contact with the enemy.
The Noonan plan crashed hard
against an alternate vision of Ireland,
one that took root as the economy
collapsed and the hypocrisies of the
boom were laid bare. In this version,
the funds that came to buy Ireland
when we were at our lowest ebb were
not the saviours the government told
us they were, but the latest manifestation of a rapacious capitalism that
subordinated the interests of ordinary
people to narrow minded and singular
pursuit of profit.
In this version of history, the snare
that was set by the debt-addled
boomtime banks was tightened by the
vulture funds.
Toxic debt, its legacies and the ways
in which we are dealing with it, are
where these two visions collide.
The problem is not so much that
Noonan’s plan was a bad one. It was
the kind of free market solution that
people voted for when they elected
Fine Gael in 2011. But it underestimated just how fractured the relationship
was between large parts of the Irish
electorate and anything that looked
like a win for banks or financiers; they
simply refused to accept that something could be good for them and good
for the markets.
And if you were looking for a pantomime villain, you could hardly ask
for better than a vulture fund. After all,
Cerberus, one of the largest acquirers
of distressed Irish debt, named itself
after a monstrous multi-headed dog
that guards the gates of the underworld.
How did we get here? It all started at
the World Economic Forum in Davos
in 2014, the annual Swiss gathering
of the world’s political and business
glitterati, when a number of executives
from the US investment behemoth
Lone Star quietly approached Noonan.
They wanted to talk about Nama.
For the most part, Nama has spent
the past five years selling down its
loan book on an asset-by-asset basis.
At Davos, Lone Star told Noonan that
it was interested in acquiring Nama
outright. Noonan, an arch pragmatist,
declined the offer. Yet it sowed a seed.
Upon his return from Davos, he asked
Nama’s hierarchy to examine a rapid
disposal of its remaining €22 billion
loan book, in order to tap into this
growing international demand for distressed Irish assets.
The consequences of this policy decision would be enormous.
Since then, previously unfamiliar
names have become well known: CarVal, Cerberus, Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank, Apollo, Lone Star. When
the government decided to sell – and
sell big – these names were more than
willing to buy everything that was on
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Michael Noonan, former
minister for finance:
‘Vultures carry out a
very good service in
the ecology’
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the block. Billions of euro of debt was
sold by IBRC, Nama, foreign-owned
lenders who stayed, and those who
left. Mortgages. Business loans. Buy-tolets. The ugly remains of the 15-year
debt binge that the entire country had
embarked on were proffered and accepted.
There have been controversies, no
more so than in 2016, when this newspaper and others revealed the massive
profit-shifting under way as almost
every firm that had bought into Ireland sluiced billions to offshore locations, leaving just €250 as a tax bill.
It was confirmation, in many people’s eyes, that what was going on
was nothing more than a massive expropriation of wealth, as repayments
and funds from asset sales marched
through Irish shell companies and offshore. The government moved to close
the stable door with targeted reforms
in Budget 2016. But realistically, this
was the Noonan plan in full effect:
capital efficiently and legally exploiting a system which had been set up
for it.
The funds – despite the state’s protestations of innocence – disclosed
their use of companies known as
Section 110s to Nama before purchasing loans, while legal firms published
glossy pamphlets briefing investors on
how to avoid millions in Irish tax. It
may not have been widely discussed,
but it was not a state secret – nor a secret to the state.
The sums of money were staggering.
Research prepared by experts at the
UCD School of Social Policy and published by this newspaper revealed the
scale and scope of the tax avoidance.
It showed how 24 Irish subsidiaries
of funds paid less than €20,000 of
corporation tax in total, despite controlling distressed property assets of
almost €20 billion. It also estimated
that the state has lost out on €700 million in tax on these companies alone.
The analysis reveals that the majority of these firms, most of whom
are giant US investment entities with
few or no people employed in Ireland,
have been able to cut their tax bill to
just €250 a year – less than what a

The pressure
on even robust
punters that I
would act for,
when the letter
comes to your
house, when your
wife gets a letter.
They call you
up, three times a
week, no problem
worker on the average industrial wage
pays in income tax every week.
In some cases, the firms have been
able to slash their tax liability to just
€75 by using Section 110. The 24 firms
manage loans and debt totalling €18.9
billion. Based on the accounts, they
have paid a total of €18,943 in tax.
According to this analysis, these 24
companies and their subsidiaries will
be able to make a profit of between 33
per cent and 50 per cent on their initial
investment.
These funds prefer to do business
behind a curtain; documents seen by
this newspaper show that they are
now forcing weary debtors to sign
non-disclosure agreements – gagging
orders – and give binding undertakings not to sue in the future even if
some act is later uncovered that might
give a debtor cause to visit the High
Court. These deals are being signed
by debtors who aren’t even benefiting
from debt writedowns, such is the desire to escape the war of attrition being
waged by these funds.

It rankles with people, and rightly
so. The game, it seems, is rigged – and
not in their favour. On the ground, it
can be a brutal and arbitrary process.
There is a human cost. It is not easily
quantified, but it is there. The stories
filter through; a grieving wife, herself
gravely ill, asking for time to arrange
her affairs and mourn her husband,
but given none by the firm servicing
her debts. A widowed father pursued
night and day by the fund which has
bought his loan. Sleepless nights;
sickness; even suicides. Anger down a
phone line, recriminations and guilt.
The mental pressure, according to
one debt adviser who works closely
with vulture funds, is huge. This adviser, who works with commercial borrowers, asked not to be identified due
to his work with the funds.
“Here’s what people don’t get. The
pressure on even robust punters that I
would act for, when the letter comes
to your house, when your wife gets a
letter. They call you up, fuck the rules,
three times a week, no problem. Half
seven in the evening, kids having dinner? No problem. ‘Put your father on
the phone.’
“It’s fucking torture dealing with
these guys. It’s the process . . . look at
the mental damage it does to people.
That shit is real.”
Balancing that out is the inconvenient truth that in the aggregate, there
have been positives for Ireland. It may
be awkward to admit it, but the truth is
that large elements of the Noonan plan
worked. Many claim that the arrival
of vulture funds was an unmitigated
disaster, but vast swathes are being
forgiven by the buyers of distressed
debt, while a new breed of private equity player and non-bank lender has
stepped into the breach to provide debt
financing to Irish businesses which
would otherwise have been denied by
still-stricken traditional banks.
The deleveraging of bad loans and
the associated retrenchement of the
state from the banking sector has facilitated Ireland’s recovery perhaps as
much as any other factor. The way we
have proceeded is neither universally
good – nor empirically bad.

THE CURRENT CRISIS WAS NOT, IN
fact, caused by Permanent TSB’s plan
to sell loans. This cannot have come as
a surprise to anyone but the most casual observer of the financial system,
or the most spectacularly uninterested
borrower. Rather, tensions have been
heightened by Fianna Fáil’s decision to
plant a political flag in the process. This
has caused a chain reaction, and now
the government, regulators, the bank
and the opposition must find a solution to this messy problem.
The political calculus of kicking out
against the sale is compelling, it must
be said: 14,000 homeowners translate
to a lot of votes. But the moral argument is also strong. The consequences
of mass repossessions, if that were
to come to pass, are scary. For thousands of individuals – many of whom
can reasonably argue that they were
victims of a poorly regulated banking
sector gorging on boomtime debt – to
lose their homes in the midst of a
housing crisis creates genuine societal
problems and major political discord.
Buccaneering free marketeers will
talk a lot about moral hazard and
reasonable risk, but the fact of the
matter is that a family home is not an
asset like a stock, bond or investment
property, and pretending otherwise is
obtuse at best.
There are a lot of eyes on this process: it’s not just about these 14,000
loans. While PTSB’s need is most
pressing, AIB, KBC and Ulster Bank are
all waiting in the wings with loan sales
of their own. A lot of loans, a lot of voting borrowers and a lot on the line. But
what is actually being proposed, and
how will the controversy affect what
comes next?
Fianna Fáil says its goal is to ensure
that the ultimate owner of the loan –
the vulture fund – is regulated.
At the moment, these firms – the
likes of Goldman Sachs, Cerberus and
CarVal – are subject to no oversight
from the Central Bank. This matters
for several reasons. For example, the
fund is the entity that ultimately calls
the shots on your loan. It’s the fund
that will make decisions about interest
rates, enforcement and so on, which
are handed down through the loan
servicing agent – the likes of Pepper
and Certus. In fact, due to the byzantine system of special purpose vehicles
used to administer loans, many borrowers aren’t even sure exactly who it
is they now owe money to.
Is it a good idea to regulate these
entities?
From a first principles point of view,
probably yes. They have been extraordinarily active in the Irish market in
recent years and have consistently
thumbed their nose at the Oireachtas
and other institutions, confining their
interaction with Ireland to the narrow
obligations they have under the law.
It makes sense to bring them into
the tent, so that the Central Bank can
query and interrogate their practices
more closely. This is just good governance: if someone is active on such
a scale, in a way that reaches into
kitchens and living rooms around the
country, it makes sense to increase
oversight.
But not for one second should
people think that the Fianna Fáil bill
would fundamentally change anything
about the nature of the relationship
between funds and borrowers. Vulture funds are currently barred from interacting directly with borrowers
as they are not regulated, so
this interaction takes place
between the customer and
the loan servicing agent. If,
under the Fianna Fáil bill,
the loan servicing agent
was disintermediated, rules
regarding frequency of
contact and other consumer protections would still
apply.
“There should be very,
very little difference whether or not it is a bank or a
fund that owns your loan,”
Lorcan O’Connor, head of
the Insolvency Service of
Ireland, told this newspaper.
“Irrespective of whether
you’re a bank or a fund,
you’re regulated via the CBI
[Central Bank of Ireland]
either directly or through an
intermediary. The consumer
is protected in either case.
The protections offered by
the personal insolvency
legislation equally apply to
bank or fund-owned loans.
There has been a lot of debate and extreme views
voiced over the last number
of days and in my view it
has been a slight overreaction.”
It’s a view shared by
Ross Maguire, head of debt
advisory service New Beginnings. “I don’t believe it
makes any difference whatsoever,” he said.
Basically, the rules of the
game would be the same.
It is hard to imagine any
scenario whereby your
chances of being subject to a
repossession order or other
enforcement might be improved under the provisions
of the Fianna Fáil bill.
Which is not to say that
the political parlour games
are pointless. While the bill
may not ultimately help

you if you’re sitting opposite a real-life
vulture, the sound and fury may be
enough to change the manner in
which PTSB proceeds from here.
What does that changed outcome
mean? The loan sale won’t be called
off – PTSB has made sure of that,
and the government shows no sign
of invoking its majority shareholder
stake to derail the process, preferring
instead to hide behind the figleaf of the
relationship framework agreement,
which dictates that the bank doesn’t
need Paschal Donohoe’s permission to
proceed.
So what happens next? The answer
is that an almighty fudge is probably
on the way.
What might this look like? Well, one
of the pillar banks – most likely Bank
of Ireland – could be asked to step up
and take the better-performing slice of
mortgages onto its balance sheet. Once
this manoeuvre is complete, writedowns for those with split mortgages
may follow, and the restructured loan
would be classed as a nice, profitable,
performing loan for the buyer. However, there are many potential obstacles,
particularly convincing another bank
(and its shareholders), that it has any
responsibility to help solve PTSB’s
problem.
The state’s mortgage-to-rent scheme
could account for another chunk. It
was redrawn last year to allow borrowers who surrender possession to a
loan purchaser remain in their homes,
while the buyer enjoys a state-backed
rent roll as the owner becomes a social
housing tenant. Commercial counterparties have been grumbling about
how slow this revamped scheme has
been to get off the ground, but David
Hall’s use of the scheme to take €100
million in NPL’s off AIB’s balance
sheet shows it can work, and it may
be asked to step up here. Elsewhere,
large funds such as Apollo are said to
be eyeing mortgage-to-rent: they buy
the loans, convert the borrowers into
social housing tenants, and enjoy the
state-backed rent-roll – a valuable and
reliable commodity, arguably worth
more and significantly less tricky to
manage than extracting payments
from distressed debtors.
If either or both of these solutions
were to be implemented, it could
account for a reasonable portion of
Project Glas coming off PTSB’s balance sheet. So what about the rest, the
really ugly stuff? No repayments for
years, no contact with the borrower?
These are the loans that may well end
up being sold. However, that sale may
also be constricted by political circumstance.
AIB has stipulated that bidders for its
Project Redwood loans (currently on
sale) need to have a regulated partner
to bid; if this was put on a statutory
or quasi-statutory footing, or if the
Central Bank is given extra regulatory
powers, it could thin the field of bidders for Project Glas and push down
the price PTSB gets. This is bad news
for the bank and for us as its shareholder, but in the end it means that a
smaller number of people – probably
only those with extremely delinquent
loans – will be sold.
There would be political fallout from
this. But the bank and the government
can protest that even the most generous forbearance can’t go on forever,
and those who have not paid anything
for up to seven years cannot expect to

stay in their homes indefinitely.
This would be a more elegant solution than the rather agricultural step of
throwing 14,000 borrowers under the
bus, albeit still pretty brutal for those
whose loans are sold.
So what happens to those people?
They will lose the protection of owing money to an ossified, state-owned
bank that was never going to repossess
their homes. Make no mistake, vulture
funds are fairly unrefined types: they
will use the full extent of the law to
pursue debtors. You are more likely
to lose your home if your debts are
owned by a vulture fund. But the general inertia that characterises repossessions in Ireland – slow and at a low
rate – will continue to protect you, unless the government changes the law.
Why is a fudge attractive? Because
everyone would gain something,
but they’ll lose something too. PTSB
will be allowed to get rid of most of
the loans (probably not at the price it
wants).
The government can claim that
it has overseen a cleaning up of the
bank’s balance sheet (while not
throwing the majority of borrowers
to the vultures). Meanwhile, Fianna
Fáil will be able to portray itself as the
champion of the coping classes (while
nothing substantial in the rules of engagement will have actually changed).
Bottom line? These loans are going
off PTSB’s balance sheet in some way,
shape or form. How it happens will tell
us a lot about Official Ireland’s capacity to solve tricky problems.
]]]
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RELAND IS NO LONGER A PATIENT
on life support, or even in recovery –
so goes the official narrative. Rather,
we are back, and better than before.
The story we want to tell the world is
the Republic of Opportunity; modern,
young, dynamic, ambitious, flexible,
open. It’s a glossy, high-end ad, shot in
Dublin’s docklands, populated by happy,
young and smart people. It tells a story about an Ireland that is a gateway to
Europe and America’s cousin; the Celtic
phoenix risen from the ashes of recession
and destitution. A fully paid-up member
of the league of progressive, modern,
wealthy nations.
But it’s never that simple. That narrative, enticing though it is, glosses
over the deep scars of recession, and
the imperfect solutions pursued. It
ignores the inequities of recovery. For
every docklands site, there are a hundred derelict forecourts, a thousand
delinquent loans. The lasting legacy of
the boom is our toxic debt issue, and
the incapacity to deal with it speaks to
the inherent dysfunctions of modern
Ireland. It is a bloodstain on the carpet
that won’t go away no matter how
hard it is scrubbed.
The ghosts of boom and bust will not
be easily retired. There are too many
of them. Their problems are too visceral. In reality, they aren’t ghosts at
all. They are as much a part of modern
Ireland as the idealised version we
sell to overseas investors. People will
not tolerate mass loan sales, any more
than they tolerated Irish Water. But
neither is it sustainable to create lacunas where the rule of law and the conditions of contracts are not enforced,
no matter the circumstances. It is time
to meet this issue head-on, with real
solutions.
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